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The aim of this paper is to give aBertini type theorem for acertain class 
of weakly normal varieties in positive characteristic (Theorem lo), which 
includes a result onhyperplane sections proved earlier [S, Th. 3.71. This 
result follows by applying the axiomatic approach tothis type of problems 
studied in[6]. So our proof consists in howing that he local property 
P = WNl + S2 verifies certain three axioms (permanence by flat morphisms 
with regular fibers, good behaviour ina flat family, openness ofthe 
P-locus), which may be of interest in themselves (see Corollary 3, 
Theorem 8and Proposition 9). 
We observe that in characteristic zero a stronger result holds [S, 
Cor. 2.51, which is false inpositive characteristic [7, Cor. 11. So our result 
is, at present, thestrongest form of Bertini theorem we can have for weak 
normality n positive characteristic. 
We remark also that, since a weakly normal Gorenstein variety is WNl 
[S, Th. 3.81, our result applies tointeresting classes of algebraic varieties 
(Corollary 12). 
I. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Each ring A we consider isnoetherian andsuch that its integral 
closure A (in the total ring of fractions) is finite over A. 
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All schemes X we consider are locally noetherian with Xred -+ X finite. By 
algebraic variety we mean a locally of finite type k-scheme, k analgebraically 
closed field. 
We recall some basic facts about weak normality andseminormality. For 
more details see[l, 16, 12, 14, 81. 
The seminormalization of a ring A is defined tobe 
+A={~E~/V’~E~~~~A,~,EA,+R~A,)); 
where R(A,) is the radical of A,, .the weak normalization of A is defined to
be 
*A = jb E A/Vlp E spec A 3n E N : (b,)““~ A,+ R(A,)}, 
where pis the characteristic exponent ofthe field k(p). 
A reduced ring A is said to be seminormal (SN) (respectively weakly 
normal (WN)) if A = +A (resp. A = *A). It is clear that he two notions 
coincide if A contains a field ofcharacteristic zero, but in general they are 
different [ 14,Section 01. 
We recall that for areduced ring A the properties of being SN or WN 
are local and can be checked indepth 1(see [12, Cor. 2.7; 14, Cor. IV.41, 
respectively), i.e., in codimension 1 ifproperty S, holds. 
A reduced l-dimensional local ring (R, m, k) is said to be WNl if it is 
SN and satisfies on  of the quivalent conditions of [S, (l.l)]: forexample 
its integral closure R is unramiiied over R. 
A reduced ring A is said to be WNl if it is WN and for each pE spec A 
of height 1,A, is WNI. 
We recall: 
PROPOSITION A [ 8, (2.4)]. If A is S,, then A is WNl if and only (f A, 
is WNl for all prime ideals p of height 1. 
A scheme X is said to be WN (resp. SN) if O,,, is WN (resp. SN) for 
each XEX; X is said to be WNl (see [S, (2.1)]) if it is WN and OX,., is
WNl whenever ithas dimension 1. 
We recall the following: 
THEOREM B [8, (2.5)]. Let X be a reduced S2algebraic variety. Then the 
following are equivalent : 
(i) X is WNl; 
(ii) X is SN and if p: x--f X is its normalization, thenthere xists a 
closed subvariety Z of X of codimension 22 (exactly Z= S~pp(p,Q~,~)) 
such that p is unramified outside Z.
4XI’I?X’2-I? 
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In the sequel we shall consider the following axioms for a local 
property P:
(Al ) whenever 4: Y + Z is a flat morphism with regular fibers and Z 
is P, then Y is P too; 
(A2) let 4: Y + S be a morphism of finite ype, where Y is excellent 
and S is integral with generic point q; if Y, is geometrically P, then there 
exists anopen neighbourhood U of q in S such that Y, is geometrically P 
for each s E U; 
(A3) P is open on schemes of finite ype over a field. 
II. AXIOM Al 
In this ection we shall prove that property P = WNl + S, is preserved 
by flat ring homomorphisms with reduced fibers and generic fibers having 
property P.This easily implies that P verifies axiom (A 1). 
LEMMA 1. Let f: A -+ B be a flat local homomorphism ofl-dimensional 
local rings (A, tn, k), (B, n, K) with reducedfibers. Let usassume A is WN 1. 
Then :
(i) AOa B=& 
(ii) B is WNI too. 
ProoJ: The ring A is reduced by definition of WNl and hence B is 
reduced and if Q is the total quotient ring of A, Q@, B is the total 
quotient ring of B. 
(i) By [ 11, Theorem 21 it is sufficient to show that Q@, B is 
normal and that he fibers of4: A -+ ABA B are reduced. 
Now Q&, B is a direct product of fields and hence it is normal; this 
implies also that he fibers of4 at the generic points are reduced. 
Let now p be a non minimal (hence maximal) prime ideal of A. Then 
pnA=m and the fiber of q5 at p is k(p)@,(k@,B). But kOaB is 
reduced, and k(p)/k is separable (since A is WNl ). The conclusion follows. 
(ii) First of all we prove that BOe K is a separable K-algebra. In fact 
AOA k is a separable k-algebra since A is WNl (see [S, (l.l)(iii)] and by 
(i) Bge K=(J@, B)@. K=A@, K= (,?OA k)Qk K hence it is a 
separable K-algebra by[13, IV,, (4.6.5)(i)]. 
Now by [S, (1 .l )] we have only to prove that B is seminormal. Since A
is seminormal we have m = Ann, (A/A) (see [12, (1.4)]), then mB= 
Ann, (JOa B/B) (see [4, Chap. I, Section 2, p. 40, Cor. 23). Since 
f: A + B has reduced fibers mB = n, hence nis an ideal of B = A OA B and 
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since we have seen that Bog K = B/n is a separable K-algebra, then is a 
radical ideal inB and B is seminormal by [ 12, (1.4) J.
PROPOSITION 2. Let f: A + B be a flat homomorphism with reduced 
fibers and let us assume that A is WN 1 and B is S,. 
Then B is WN 1 tf and only tf the generic fibers off’ are WN 1. 
Proof Assume that he generic fibers off are WNl. By Proposition A 
we have to show that B, is WNl for every sj3 E spec B of height 1.
Let p :=,f-‘(q). Since f is flat, hen dim A,6 1. If dim A,= 1, then B, 
is WNl by Lemma 1 applied toA,, + B,. If dim A, =O, then +JB,= 
(PA,) B, = (0), because A is reduced, and hence B, is a localization of the
generic fiber atp, hence it is WNl by assumption. 
The converse is clear. 
COROLLARY 3 (Axiom Al for P= WNl + S,). Let A -+ B be a flat 
homomorphism with regular fibers and let A be WN 1 and S,. 
Then B is WN 1 and S,. 
Proof It follows by Proposition 2 and [13, IV,, (6.4.l)(ii)]. 
Remark. Corollary 3 isfalse ifone replaces “WNl and S,” with “WN 
and S2” (see [6, Example, p.1771, where Zp2 +XZ p + XY = 0 must be 
replaced by Zzp+XZp+ Y=O) or with “WNl”, as one can see from the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let k be an algebraically losed field ofcharacteristic p > 2; 
let K := k(X, Y), K’ := K(Z) = K[Z]/(Z”‘+ XZ” + Y); C’ := (k[X, Y, Z]/ 
(Z2P+XZP+ Y))[U, V], ‘p := (U, V) c C’; R’ := C’/(p = k[X, Y, Z]/ 
(Z2p + XZp + Y); f: C’ -+ R’ the natural homomorphism. 
Let R := k[X, Y] and let C := (a E C’/f(a) E R}. By [7, Lemma 2(i) and 
(iii)], C isa finitely generated WN k-algebra with normalization C’, since 
K = Krad in K’ (see [3, Ch. V, Section 9, Ex. 7, p. 1361). 
The conductor of C in C’ is !$I and, since ht‘$3 = 2, C, is normal for every 
qEspec C with t q= 1, hence C is WNl. 
Let A’ := Cb, A := C,, p := ‘$A’. Clearly A is still WNI, A= A’ and p 
is the conductor of A in A’. 
Let g(T)=X+UT+TPEA[T]CA’[T] and let B:=A[T]/(g), 
B’ := A’[T]/(g). Clearly B’= BOA A’; the natural maps A + B and 
A’ + B’ are flat and the conductor of B in B’ is pB (see [4, p. 40, Cor. 21). 
Moreover wehave the following facts: 
(a) The ,fibers ofA’ -+ B’ are reduced and zero-dimensional, hence
regular. 
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Proof Let q E spec A’ such that UE q, i.e., q = (U) or q = (U, V). Then 
k(q) Oa, B’ = k(q)[ 7’]/( TP+ X) where k(q) is K’(V) or K’, respectively; 
and TP + X is irreducible n both cases, ince X has no pth rooth in K’, as 
K= Krad in K’. Therefore the fiber k(q) OaZ B’ is zero-dimensional and 
reduced. 
Now let qE spec A’ be such that U$ q. Then k(q) OaP B’ = k(q)[ T]/( g) 
and since dgldT = 0 # 0 is invertible, then k(q) OA, B’ is a separable zero- 
dimensional k( q)-algebra (see [13, IV,, (18.4.3 )] ), in particular reduced. 
(b) The fibers of A + B are reduced and zero-dimensional, hence
regular. 
Proof Consider the following commutative diagram 
A-B 
A’ - B’ = Bga A’, 
take qE spec A and let q’ Espec A’ be such that q’ nA = q. We have: 
k(q’) Ok(,,) (k(q)Oa B) = k(q’) OA, B’ and since k(q’) OaS B’ is reduced by
(a), then k(q)OA B is reduced too. 
(c) B’ is regular by[13, IV,, (65l)(ii)], since it is flat over A’ and 
the fibers ofA’ -+ B’ are regular. 
(d) B’ is the integral closure ofB, since B and B’ have the same total 
quotient ring and B’ is integrally c osed by(c) and integral over B since 
A= A’. 
(e) B is not weakly normal, since it is not p-closed in i?= B’ (see 
[ 17, corollary, p. 65 1] ), 
In fact, denote by x, y, z, u, v, tthe images of X, Y, 2, U, V, Tin B’. We 
have (z2 - tz)P = zzp - tPzP =z2p +xzp + utzP = -y + u(t.zP) and since u
belongs tothe conductor pB of B in B’, (z2 - tz)P EB. 
On the other side, itis easy to see that 1, . . zzpP1 E R’@. B/pB are 
linearly independent over BjpB, whence z* - tz 4 B, so B is not p-closed. 
III. AXIOM A2 
We show that P= WNl + S2 verifies axiom (A2). The main point of our 
proof is to show that if an algebraic k-scheme isgeometrically WNl then 
its normalization is geometrically normal. The result follows from this by 
applying some results developed earlier n [S, 63. 
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LEMMA 4. Let A be a WNl, equidimensional, u iversally catenary ing. 
Then every S, ring R between A and A is WN 1. 
Proof: By Proposition A wehave only to prove that R and ‘!B is WNl 
for every ‘p E spec R with t $3 = 1. - 
Let p := ‘p n A. By [9, Lemma 4.11 applied toA, c R,c A, we have 
dim R, = dim A,, hence dim A, = 1, so A, is WNl by assumption. 
Let k, k’ be the residue fields ofA, and R,, respectively, and let - 
K 1, . . K, be the residue fields of A, at its maximal ideals m,, . . m, lying 
over CpR,. As Ki/k is a separable fi ld extension f reach i= 1, . . n, then 
K/k’ is a separable fi ld extension t o, hence R, is WNl (see [8, (l.l)]). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let k be a field and let A be a universally catenary, 
equidimensional, geometrically WN 1k-algebra. 
Then A is geometrically normal. 
Proof Let k’ be a finitely generated extension of k. By assumption 
A Ok k’ is WNl and moreover bythe same argument used in [6, proof of 
Lemma 31, A Ok k’ and AOk k’ have the same total quotient ring, hence 
we have 
AO,k’cAO,k”cAO,k’=AO,k’. (*) 
Since A is S,, AOk k’ is S, too (see [13, IV,, (7.3.8)]), hence by (*) and 
Lemma 4 AOk k’ is WNl. Moreover, by [13, IV,, (6.15.6)] spec(AO, k’) 
is geometrically unibranch, t erefore AOk k’ = AOk k’ by [S, Remark 3.21. 
LEMMA 6. Let k be a field and let A be a geometrically WN k-algebra. 
If A is WN 1, then it is geometrically WN 1. 
Proof: It follows by [S, (1.1); 15, p. 186, Ex. 21. 
LEMMA 7. Let S, X be two schemes such that S is noetherian rreducible 
with generic point n; let f: X -+ S be a dominant morphism offinite ype. Let 
us assume X,, is equidimensional. 
Then there xists a neighbourhood U of n in S such that for every point 
s E U each irreducible component of the fiber X,Y has the same dimension 
as X,. 
Proof Let X,, . . X,, be the irreducible components ofX. We may 
assume that here is an integer r d n such that rl Ef(X,) if and only if i< r. 
Then the irreducible components ofX, are exactly (X,),, . . (X,),, hence 
by [13, IV,, (9.5.6)] there is a non empty open subset UC S such that 
(Xi), isequidimensional of thesame dimension as (X,), for all sE U and all 
i=l , . . r. The conclusion f llows. 
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THEOREM 8 (Axiom A2 for P = WNl + S,). Let 4 : X --t S be a dominant 
morphism of finite type between locally noetherian schemes uch that X is 
excellent and S is irreducible with generic point q. Let us assume X, is 
geometrically WN 1and S, . 
Then there xists an open neighbourhood W of q in S such that X, is 
geometrically WN 1and S, for each s E W. 
Proof: Since X, is geometrically WNl and S2, it is geometrically WN 
and S,, hence by [6, Th. 2; 13, IV,, (9.9.3)] there xists an open 
neighbourhood U frl in S such that for each sE U the fiber X,is geometri- 
cally WN and Sz. 
Obviously wemay assume X connected. With a suitable restriction of S 
we may also obtain a bijective correspondence between connected 
components ofX and X,,; therefore we may also assume X,, connected. 
Since X, is of finite type over afield and S2 by [2, (11.27); 13,IV,, 
(5.10.9)] X,,is equidimensional; hence by Lemma 7 we may assume that 
for each S.E U every irreducible component ofX, has the same dimension 
as X,. 
By Proposition 5, X,is geometrically normal, hence by [6, Lemma 53, 
there exists anopen neighbourhood l”cU of 9 in S such that for each 
s E V the fiber Xsis geometrically normal and JZY =x. 
In order to prove that X, is geometrically WNl it is sufficient to prove 
that it is WNl (see Lemma 6) and this is true if and only if the morphism 
x + X, is unramified outside a closed subvariety of X, of codimension 
b2 (see Theorem B) and this is proved if we show that 
codim,$ Supp(p,,QR,,,) > 2  where p : X + X is the normalization 
morphism and p, := pi %. 
Let T= Supp(p,QRlx) c X;since p*Qux is a coherent O,-module, for 
each SE S we have T,= (Supp(p,Q~,/,)),=S~pp(p,,Q~,~,) (the non tri- 
vial inclusion f llows by Nakayama’s lemma). Inparticular, this holds for 
s = r] and since X, is WNl, codim, T,, 3 2. 
For each irreducible component ‘Ti of T, the fibers of4i := #I r, :T; + S 
are equidimensional and have the same dimension as( Ti),l over adense 
open subset Uiof S (see [13, IV,, (9.5.6)]). Therefore, for each iwe have 
dim( Ti),7 = dim( T;), <dim T,, for each sE U,. 
Moreover for each sE U, X, is catenary and equidimensional and hence 
codim,T,=dimX,Y-dimT.s. ThenifsE W:=Vn(fiiUi) we have: 
codimxY T,= dim X, - dim T, > dim X,, -dim T, = codimxq T,, 3 2. 
Hence X, is WNl and the conclusion f llows. 
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IV. AXIOM A3 
We show that he WNl locus of a scheme with finite normalization is 
open. This easily implies (A3) for P= WNl + S, by [13, IV,, (9.9.5)]. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let X be a scheme such that Xred -+ X is finite. Then 
U := {xE X/O,. is WNl) is open. 
Proqf: By [8, 2S(ii)] we have U= U, n U, where U, = 
{XE X/O,, is WN} and U, =X- S~pp(p,Q~,,). 
Now U, is open by [14, (IV.4)] and U, is open because p*sZ,,, is 
coherent (because we are assuming that Xred IS finite over X). 
V. BERTINI'S THEOREM 
Now we apply the previous results to linear systems onWNl and S, 
varieties. Proofs are immediate consequences of [6] and Corollary 3, 
Theorem 8, and Proposition 9. 
THEOREM 10. Let X be an algebraic variety (over k= k), let q5: X -+ [FD; 
be a morphism with separably generated (not necessarily algebraic) residue 
field extensions. Suppose X is WN 1 and S,. 
Then there xixts a non empty open subset U of (pz)* such that d-‘(H) 
is WN 1 and S, for each hyperplane HE U. 
COROLLARY 11. Let V be an algebraic variety over k= k and let S be a 
finite dimensional linear system on V. Assume that he rational map V + UD;I 
corresponding to S induces (whenever defined) separably generated field 
extensions. 
Then the general e ement’ of S, considered as asubscheme of V is W2v1 
and S, except perhaps at the base points of S and at the points of V which 
are not WN 1 and S,. 
COROLLARY 12. The statements of Theorem 10 and Corollary 11 hold 
with “WNl and S,” replaced by“WN and Gorenstein.” 
ProoJ: Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Theorem 10 and 
assume X is WN and Gorenstein. ThenX is WNl by [S, Th. (3.8)] and 
hence, ifH is a general hyperplane, 4 .‘(H) is WNl by Theorem 10, and 
is Gorenstein because its local equations arenon zero divisors, as one sees 
1 “General element” means element of a suitable open subset of the projective space which 
parametrizes S. 
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easily. This hows that Theorem 10 holds with “WNl and S,” replaced by 
“WN and Gorenstein.” 
The analogue ofCorollary 11 follows from the above and the fact that 
the Gorenstein locus of an excellent scheme is open [ 10, Cor. 2.41. 
COROLLARY 13 (see [ 5, Th. 3.73). Let VC P$ be a closed subscheme. 
Then 
(a) if V is WN 1 and S, (resp. WN and Gorenstein), then the general 
hyperplane section fV is WNl and Sz (resp. WN and Gorenstein); 
(b) for the general hyperplane H of IF’: one has {x E Vn H := V/O,.,, 
is WNl and S,} 2 (x E V/O,, is WNl and S,} n H; {XE Vn H := V’jO..,, 
is WN and Gorenstein} 1 {xE V/O “, ~is WN and Gorenstein} n H. 
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